3. Compositional Techniques of Christian Wolff: Introduction

3.1. Five Main Aspects
There are five common aspects1 which underlie Wolff’s pieces. In his
compositions,

there

is

always

some

degree

of

change,

teaching,

indeterminacy/unpredictability, freedom, and noise. In this chapter, I will introduce these
aspects, since they will often be present in my analysis and can be key elements to
understanding when listening to his pieces.

a) Change
Wolff tries to avoid a repeating of ―compositional tricks‖ and to have new ideas for
each piece. He thinks of this principle of change in terms of Ezra Pound’s instruction to
„Make it new―, or „Making strange―:
„make it new―, a notion, I believe, which derived from the generation of Russian and
Czech literary critics who grew up around the 1917 revolution, and who spoke of
„making strange―, that is, de-contextualizing the familiar, the conventional and status
quo, thus making it an object of critical reflection (...) My notion of change extends also
internally, not just to the relation of my work to others’ but also to itself over time. 2
In most of his pieces, Wolff does not use repetition, and he is always developing his pieces
forward. When he exhausts a certain technique, he continues with a new one. If he reuses
his techniques, there is always an element which is new or different; it can change with
instrumentation, or even with the people he is composing the piece for.
For example, In Between Pieces uses a symbol for players to play a sound which
they have not heard in the piece before. This way, the players can bring something
unexpected, something which changes the piece and the composer’s choice of sounds for
the piece, coming from the player’s experience and history.

b) Teaching
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Christian Wolff was a university professor most of his life. The teaching aspect
derives from his career as a teacher and connects with the core of his compositions.
However, his approach to teaching is not authoritative. Instead, he tries to stimulate
students to find their own way through working on tasks individually instead of teaching
them to be obedient to the teacher’s ideas. Similarly, in his pieces the players have to cocreate the pieces on their own, and possibly discover their own way of playing the piece in
the process.
Most of the pieces have a teaching aspect on many levels. This can range from the
content and context of the piece, into the notation—such as notation for each finger of a
hand in Balancing (solo accordion)—or specific compositional techniques which make
people relate to each other newly, such as in Changing the System, where he teaches the
players to share space and interact in an egalitarian manner. He also teaches interpretation
and instrumentation openness, such as in the pieces with open instrumentation, or using
everyday life objects to play percussive sounds (Stones, Sticks). In a political context, he
draws attention to revolutionary figures and events and uses text to educate his audiences
about them.
In other pieces, he brings people together to play, such as in the Prose Collection
pieces, which can be read and played by musicians as well as amateurs and non-musicians.
According to my observations, the teaching aspect seems to be the most common in his
pieces, since in every composition I find a didactical element. Wolff himself says:
Because my musical procedures require of the performers new kinds of musical
responses, interdependence and decision-making both independent and determined by
the decisions of others (both the composer and other performers), the process of putting
a piece together and performing it have in themselves a pedagogical character. (...)
Much of this music also has a learning dimension insofar as its notations are mostly new
ones or different uses of the old ones, which even experienced professional musicians
have to learn from scratch.3

c) Indeterminacy/ Unpredictability
Wolff, similarly to Cage, incorporates indeterminacy and unpredictability in his
compositions (indeterminate pitch, rhythm, and instrumentation). Unpredictability is
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represented in his piece with unexpected moments: „The trick is suddenly to appear in a place
without apparent means of transport―4
Christian Wolff's pieces are based on complex underlying systems which have
unpredictable logic, so that the player and listener find themselves in a very new place very
suddenly. Wolff says, ―These turns to indeterminacy look like ways out of difficult situations,
like solutions to problems or impasses, solutions that so to speak, leapfrogged the problems in
an unexpected direction.‖5
There were different kinds of indeterminate strategies among the New York School
members, some of them connected with a gesture and improvisation, such as in the work of
Earl Brown. According to Wolff, David Tudor’s indeterminacy was more connected with
the paint art and the imagination of music which is created through action such as Jackson
Pollock’s paintings. Wolff identified more with the strategies of John Cage, though he did
not want to do the same thing as Cage.6 Wolff’s indeterminacy was created during the
performance, as he said in one of our interviews: ―I used no chance procedures, I hardly
ever used chance procedures in my life in the actual writing, but I decided to have it, write,
in such a way that when it was performed that’s when the indeterminacy would come to
it.‖7

d) Freedom
In his pieces, Wolff communicates the aspect of freedom in various ways: the players
have space to think about musical material, make their own decisions about time, and share
power in the piece with each other as well as with the composer and conductor. Moreover,
Wolff challenges the audience to create their own interpretation of the music, so they are free
to assign their own meanings to Wolff’s music.
The aspect of freedom might be also connected with improvisation, since both Wolff’s
pieces and improvisation function as an opening from established frames. Free improvisation
can be connected with various alternatives: it can represent freeing oneself from mainstream,
or from more traditional musical frames. It can also free the players to think and create music
themselves. Wolff has expressed his meaning of freedom in music as follows:
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… freedom from the exercise of excessive constraint, from the imposition of rhetorical
gestures, from inflexible rationalism, from effort to push sounds and people around,
recognizing that the latter are critical centers of musical production; also free from
having to sustain, beyond desire or useful purpose, a fixed identity. For the performers:
free to exercise their identities; to produce rather than reproduce music; to make in
confidence decisions, engaged with in a conversation with the composer’s score. For
listeners: free (and encouraged) simply to listen and work out for themselves what they
might be listening for.8
Again, the idea of freedom might have come from the exposure to Dixieland when growing
up in New York. He was not influenced by the sound, but the inherent mission of jazz music
must have left a big impact on him.

e) Noise
The fifth aspect Wolff calls noise. In his pieces, the noise can be represented with
structures with indeterminate pitch or with the use of percussive sounds or instruments. He
often encourages players to bring objects to make sounds with; he only determines the scale
of resonance and suggests the material, such as in Changing the System in part IIa. The noise
parts with indeterminate pitch have the same amount of space in his compositions as the
through-composed pitch structures, keeping a balance of equality of different kinds of
expressions.
In contemporary pieces, the noise sounds sometimes function only as a decoration to
pitched material. The noise elements are often represented by the instrumental and vocal
extended techniques or there are pieces which portray only extended techniques ways of
playing. Wolff does not seem to be interested in instrumental and vocal extended techniques.
He always introduces new ways of relating to the objects and to the instruments. With
instruments, he often keeps the range in more general sound and techniques; his main notion
is in the way he constructs the relationships––such as in Duo for Violins––where he uses the
intervals and lengths of the tones as different sounds. When he wants to introduce non-pitched
areas, he uses percussion instruments (such as in Exercises9) or objects of everyday use. With
objects, he goes deep into the materials and tries to find a relationship through his sonic
approach. While not imposing the musical aesthetics onto the materials in a large scale, he is
8
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aiming somewhere in between, to respect the context of the everyday life objects10 as well as
mix it with the musical field.11
Wolff uses noise when the music seems dominated by pitched material, or if the
compositional process with pitches has led him into some kind of impasse. He considers noise
―a way out, but also, a way out I think of as extending the music, adding to its grain.‖12 His
relationship to the noise is not just an escape, but he values it on the same level of importance
as the pitch field and gives it the same amount of space as the pitched areas. We can perceive
Wolff’s noise not only as non-pitched material; it is also connected with freer interactions of
players or with indeterminate sections of his music.
These five main aspects are mixed in his pieces in different ratios. Some of them
are used as a tool to create sound textures; others are connected with relationships between
the players, such as in the hocket techniques. Because of the use of these five common
elements, there is no significant division between early and later Wolff pieces. He uses
similar principles throughout, adjusting them according to specific situations through
commissions and possible instrumentations.

3.2. Patchwork
I will now analyze specific techniques present in Christian Wolff’s music which have
significant influence on the formal structure of his pieces. From a macrostructure point of
view, Wolff’s compositions often use a technique called ―patchwork‖. I believe this technique
is a helpful lens through which to view the majority of his oeuvre. Furthermore, I propose that
this feature is often distinguishable through listening.
The word ―patchwork‖ is traditionally used in the context of manual work, when one
reuses pieces of cloth to make quilts, blankets sewn together from any used textile. To make a
quilt, one cuts parts of older clothes in different geometrical shapes, mostly triangular or
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square shapes, and sews them together into a bigger piece. This technique was brought to
Europe from the Middle East during the colonial journeys.13
In Western countries, patchwork blankets have had different uses: In England, people
use them in everyday life to warm themselves; in France, Italy and Spain, they use them as a
decoration in churches. In the USA, numerous historical periods with scarce resources led to
the recycling of old cloth as quilts, contributing to the practice's popularity.
Wolff’s way of composing in the manner of patchwork developed out of practical
reasons. Wolff has four children: for a significant period of time, he could only afford to
compose in short, roughly 45-minute segments before familial duties called him back. He
developed his own way to be fully focused for these periods of time, where he would work on
one specific project and place the corresponding materials one after the other or superimpose
them to compose larger pieces with bigger instrumentation, so that different musical ideas
could sound in parallel in time. Wolff also has pieces which consist of single materials, such
as in Microexercises or For John/ Material, where each musical idea stands autonomously as
part of a collection.
Quilting is an extremely diverse practice. Even though it is common to many cultures,
each country has had its own specific patterns which were carried from generation to
generation.14 Quilts also used to influence politics and social situations. They became a part of
American culture, when a group of people would meet and work together. These communities
were meeting as unofficial democratic gatherings around the work, discussing politics,
religion, and life. The process of quilt-making was usually passed on by women successors,
portraying generational trends of quilting in their patterns.15
The patterns of quilts often consist of the national colors of each state:
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Fig. 1. Mary Taylor’s Album Quilt Top. 1841—1844. Photograph.
National Museum of American History. National Quilt Collection. https://americanhistory.si.e
du/collections/search/object/nmah_556471. Accessed 20 Dec 2019.

Fig. 2. Yale Engine Company’s Quilt. 1853. Photograph. National Museum of
American History. National Quilt Collection. https://americanhistory.si.edu/collections/search
/object/nmah_556251. Accessed 20 Dec. 2019.
Another type of American quilt was made in a style called ―crazy‖, where very
different pieces of cloth were sewn together in more irregular, unpredictable patterns. These

blankets appeared as abstract geometric clusters and anticipated the visual art style of the
second half of the 19th century. These fascinating homemade artworks might be the closest to
Wolff’s musical material organization.

Fig. 3. Crazy-Patchwork Parlor Throw. 1880-1900. Photograph. National Museum of Americ
an History. National Quilt Collection. https://americanhistory.si.edu/collections/search/object/
nmah_556420. Accessed 20 Dec. 2019.

An example of decorative framed-center quilt:

Fig. 4. Corwin, Rachel Burr. Rachel Burr Corwin’s Framed-Center Pieced Quilt.
1825--1850. Photograph. National Museum of American History. National Quilt Collection. h
ttps://americanhistory.si.edu/collections/search/object/nmah_556310. Accessed 20 Dec. 2019.

From a compositional point of view, patchworking has an influence on the hierarchy
of a piece, or rather, on its non-hierarchy. Since each specific material is placed next to
another, the importance of one part over the other can disappear. All the parts develop on a
common level, and each part participates in the whole to create a coherent result. The piece is
not continuous in a sense of leading the listener to the climax and decreasing to the end; rather
there are just different parts coming one after another to be listened to. Wolff creates the
tectonics of a piece through instrumentation, contrast, and density, as when, from a whole
orchestra playing in a full sound, he exposes a sparse solo of a group, or when he keeps the
unexpected elements in a piece by placing a noise part after a melodic section. These changes
also reflect a social organization of the piece for ensembles or orchestras: either to change
from a bigger group to a smaller, or to a soloist. Moreover, through different kinds of
notation, he changes the amount of freedom of the performers.
Wolff usually presents one technique and develops it over time. When he ―exhausts‖
the material, he introduces another one, either with cuts or dividing two materials with a pause
of indeterminate duration. He creates cycles of compositions, such as Exercises, For John/
Material, Changing the System, John Heartfield (Peace March 10), or Orchestra: Pieces,
where the material of each is written as an autonomous part. In other works, such as in 6
Nocturnes, individuals, collective or Balancing, he combines the materials in one piece in the
style of patchwork. He does not work with the patchwork technique only in the classically
notated scores.
Moreover, one can find it in his text scores as well, such as in the cycle Prose
Collection, where each text score describes a certain material or musical situation, similarly to
the materials in classically notated pieces. In the pieces Stones and Sticks, he derives the
structure by playing and listening to the sticks and stones. These pieces have a very specific
sound, resulting from the instrumentation and representing the noise (non-pitched) aspect of
Wolff’s composition. In Play he describes the techniques used in the piece, which has all the
aspects of Wolff’s musical and gestural vocabulary: it contains very specific dynamics and
interactions between people –– ―for the most part; quiet; two or three times move towards as

loud as possible, but as soon as you cannot hear yourself or another player, stop directly.‖16
Out of the simpler structure of short bursts, he comes up with a couple phrases of tones to add
contrast and complexity. He always gives space to an individual, while coordinating that
process with the other players in an ensemble, giving enhanced attention to their sounds. As
the last element, he mentions use of electricity in a way which could be a representation of his
noise aspect or introducing a contrasting element towards the acoustic instruments sound. The
wedge (pause with an indeterminate duration) in this case equals minimum of 2.5 seconds or
indefinite.
The whole Prose Collection is like one big patchwork of different materials, some
varied, some of them in contrast with the others. Most of the pieces in this cycle are for
ensembles with free instrumentation, and the number of players is open. In many of these
scores, he uses voices or percussive objects. Wolff’s way of writing text scores is very
detailed and precise, creating specific timbres or sets of relationships between players. In
some parts, the instructions overlap, such as in Play and Play (color version) or with Stones
and Sticks, just as in quilts where some color or pattern repeats with a minor variation. In
Stones and Sticks, he changes the instrumentation for the same action, and in Play and Play
(color version), he instructs the players to imagine color as sound––―Play, make sounds, red;
blue; white; green‖––and this way he adds color as one of the parameters.17
The decorative, framed-center quilts seem more hierarchical, such as in the last
picture, where equilateral shapes are framed in a rectangular quilt so that the overall attention
is directed to the middle. Wolff’s work is closer to the patchwork model which orders one
square piece of cloth after another; in other pieces, the form can resemble the ―crazy
patchwork‖ quilts. His pieces usually lack the kind of framing where the overall form
dominates the parts inside of the piece. Instead, it seems his patchwork is simply framed by
the time or length of the piece, which is not that perceivable by the listener. He describes the
act of collaboration in pieces such as Changing the System; in other pieces, he portrays
workers’ or folk songs. These pieces are not based on participatory performance, but expose
various political and revolutionary personalities or events, such as in Hay Una Mujer
Desaparecida for solo piano. Other examples are compositions Kegama for ensemble, I Like
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to Think of Harriet Tubman, Wobbly Music, and Bread and Roses for mixed chorus and
ensemble.

3.3. Musical Parameters

It is not easy to categorize his work, since his techniques are always mixed.
Sometimes they seem more characteristic of certain group traditions, such as for ensembles
with free instrumentation. Overall, however, he is not afraid to use the same technique for an
orchestral piece and in a duo, bridging different instrumentation and different bodies together.
I have decided to see his work from a perspective which is often associated with him,
such as the social and political aspects in his music. Below, I portray it in two chapters on
―Network Techniques‖ and ―Activism.‖
The ―Network Techniques‖ chapter gathers pieces and compositional techniques
which portray some kind of social interaction between participants. I see it as a constellation
of relationships among people who try to communicate with each other. In this case, the
vehicles for communication are musical parameters such as pitch, harmony, rhythm, duration,
sound, and silence. Through these means, Wolff allows the players to communicate, share a
situation, and collaborate on a piece of music. From my research, I can see the specific
parameters which are the most used in his pieces to give space to players to express their
relationship to that specific parameter. This freedom for the players determines the way
Wolff’s music gets its structural complexity, but Wolff also maintains a formal evolution by
having one or more parameters open as well as one or more musical parameters fully
determined. This interplay between certain rules and freedom creates his specific style and
allows networks of people to interconnect.
Wolff has developed specific ways of working with these musical parameters. He
often uses pitch collections, so players can choose from a scale of pitches; again, there is the
determination of tones, but the possibility of choice creates a characteristic sound which has
the complexity of people’s interactions. Another technique using pitch is distribution between
players, which I will discuss more in the ―Inner Structures‖ chapter, especially in the piece
Changing the System. Another means for working with pitches is through melody or a contour
which is followed by the whole ensemble, such as in the Exercises (see the ―Heterophony‖
chapter).
The harmony aspect of music and musical parameter implies, in Wolff’s case, that
interpreters should play together at the same time to create a chord. This technique is based on

cuing as well as on selection of tones; the player usually decides the key in which he or she
will play (I will discuss this more later in the choral chord progressions).
Duration is very common parameter to leave open to a player’s interpretation. We can
find this combined with other parameters, intertwined with pitch, harmony, sounds, and
silence, but it is also often paired with rhythm at places where the note head duration is open
for different durations of short or long sounds (see Changing the System – Ensemble Hocket).
The sound might be connected with the selection of an instrument, in pieces with free
instrumentation, or with the selection of a percussion object (such as in Changing the System,
section Ib) which is played along next to the ―main‖ instrument. In the text scores pieces
Prose Collection (1969), there can be a description either of an object to derive sounds from,
such as in Stones and Sticks, or there can be description of certain sounds for which one has to
find an instrument(s), such as in For Jill or Play, or using voice for singing or speaking, in
Song and in combination with instruments in Crazy Mad Love.

3.4. The Wedge

The aspect of silence is very important in his pieces. Wolff even established an
original symbol to use for determining the silence. It is called ―wedge‖, notated as such:

.

From a dictionary, we can read that a wedge is ―a piece of wood, metal, or some other
material having one thick end and tapering to a thin edge, that is driven between two objects
or parts of an object to secure or separate them.‖18 Wolff places this symbol to divide two
phrases or parts of his music. This could be taken into Wolff’s music as well, where the
musical phrases could be secured by the wedge. This definition is more general; other
definitions relate wedge to working with wood. The association with woodwork might be
connected with Wolff’s interest in worker’s songs.
The wedge has already been established between composers of younger generation,
mostly Wolff scholars and performers, who use it in their vocabulary. I would like to devote
more space to this parameter, since it is a characteristic sign in his scores and appears as a
general construction element in all of his ―Networks Techniques‖. In the case of the previous
parameters, I will discuss them later as part of a specific example.
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The wedge symbolizes a pause of indeterminate duration and represents the aspect of
indeterminacy/unpredictability in Wolff’s pieces. At the place of a wedge in the score, Wolff
gives space to the player to breathe in, with a shorter interpretation, or to give space to the
sounds of the room and the environment, if the player chooses a longer duration. It can also
appear as part of the patchwork technique, when it divides two different musical materials.
According to a player’s decision about the duration, the composition can gain a very different
expression, and the choice can affect the duration of the whole piece.
During my research, I was interested in how and when the wedge found a way into his
music. It seems there is an evolution in thinking about the spaces between the phrases and of
experimenting with different amounts of control over this space. The ancestor of the wedge
was probably the classical caesura, a pause which was not notated as part of the rhythm––
usually for singers to breathe between phrases. Despite caesuras not having a determinate
length, the length of the breath became standardized, and we could probably define it to be as
short as possible, so it does not interrupt the flow of the piece. I like to think about this basic
symbol in relationship with Wolff’s open lengths: that everybody needs a different amount of
time to take a breath or process the previous material, or that the composer can define the time
of the processing after each phrase. For Wolff, this space needs more attention.
There is evidence for number-based notation which could precede the more openended wedge. In the piece Sonata (1957)19 for three pianos, he uses a number notation.20 The
silence is expressed in seconds and represented by the zero sign, such as 4:3A| 1:0|1:5D which
signifies to play three pitches from a collection A, during four seconds, one second of silence
and five tones from collection D during one second. In this case we could perceive the silence
as a classical rest replacement. In this case, the pauses are used to create rhythm rather than
dividing two different parts. This notation can be read in For Pianist (1959) or in In Between
Pieces for Three Players (1963). The wedge sign might first appear in For 1, 2, or 3 People
(1964), where it signifies the sound to be cut off, despite the meaning is different than from
the later usage, it is placed between the single figures similarly as later when he uses it as a
pause with indeterminate duration.
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Ex. 1. Christian Wolff. For 1, 2, or 3 People, p. 3.

Another interesting example is in Edges (1969), where Wolff marks indeterminacy
through blank space combined with the above number notation. The zero signifies silence,
and the empty space before the comma is usually kept for the number of seconds––in this
case, hold empty. He also uses a symbol of a reversed wedge, which translates as sudden.

Ex. 2. Christian Wolff. Edges, p. 2.

The number notation, in this case used as a wedge dividing two different phrases,
appears in the Snowdrop (1970), where he places number markings directly between two
phrases written in a classical notation. The number can signify time in seconds, or beats, or
other chosen units of measure.

Ex. 3. Christian Wolff. Snowdrop, p. 3.

In his pieces, there is not only open space which we can decide about. He also teaches
the players about the possibilities of choice. He introduces various solutions for open space,
but he does not determine what the player should do. He introduces variability in how to think
about freedom. I find this very important, since his open space does not end with the words
―free space‖, or ―free duration‖––for example, in Snowdrop, where the numbers between
groups of notes signify ―a measure of distance‖. These numbers can be taken as beats to
measure the silence between the phrases or refer to any units of measure chosen by players.21
He complicates the situation with multiple possibilities. He is aware that with more
players, relationships, decisions, and possibilities all might change. He has a similar
relationship to the sounding material: ―Notes in parentheses are either optional; or to be
played like the others; or to be played as afterthoughts; or to be played in some quite different
way.‖22
He first gives some open suggestions about how to think about a certain feature in the
score and, at the end, he challenges the player with ―or to be played in some quite different
way‖, to make her or him think about what can be done. This aspect is so significant, it is
always in conversation with the player. He is not teaching in a way to memorize the materials
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or recreate her or his behavior. Wolff’s teaching operates on the level of creativity and
enlarging perspectives inside the music.
The wedge not only divides the parts, it also creates space for a player, who can decide
its duration. These spaces can develop with the player. Wolff does not describe these spaces
as some kind of activity, though from my own experience, I perceive it as a space where the
player can emancipate herself or himself from the composer. It can be space to recognize
what is going on in the music or what other people play, to finish listening to the previous
phrase one has just played, to take a rest or prepare to play the next phrase.
Over time, the wedge’s definition seems to settle on ―a pause of variable length‖,
which is specified with range such as freely or widely variable duration. Wolff has worked on
this space in between since his early work and found a specific symbol to describe it. The
definition of the wedge mostly differs from piece to piece. I have found the wedge symbol in
approximately thirty pieces23.
I would like to show how the meaning of the wedge has changed throughout the years,
using the following list of pieces:
Sonata (1957, for 3 pianos) – number notation, silence=0
For Pianist (1959) – 2:0 – number notation, 2 = time in seconds; 0 = no sound
In Between Pieces for Three players (1963) – 19:0 – number notation
For 1, 2 or 3 people (1964) – /\ = cut off a sound
Pairs (any 2 (4, 6, 8) players (1968) – ---- 5:0----- - pauses expressed by number notation
Edges (1969) – no wedge, --- :o---- = symbol for spaced
Tilbury 2 and 3 (1969) – instead of wedges he uses rests to divide phrases
Snowdrop (1970) – numbers between phrases, used as a wedge
Changing the System (1972-73) – in the text hocket (part IIb), a vertical line is dividing the
phrases as a symbol for possible pause
Exercises (1973-74) – /\ = free space
Braverman Music (1978) – /\ indicates a pause of free duration, from almost imperceptible on
Preludes 1 – 11 (1981) – no. 1 - combines the wedge with a star sign * - omit blank sections;
or observe silence; or improvise (about 8 beats)
-

No. 5 – he extend a whistle tone over the wedge; whistle or hum a melody (pitches free),
one note for, and simultaneously with, each chord, but sustaining over break (/\)
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No. 11 – vertical lines dividing the phrases, with no explanation

Ex. 4. Christian Wolff. Prelude no. 11, vertical line, dividing the phrases, p. 28.
I Like to Think of Harriet Tubman – /\ = unmeasured pauses
Digger Song (1988) – /\ = indefinite pause
Emma (1989) – he uses a wedge with fermata = indefinite pause, variable, but enough to
allow hearing of after-resonance
Pebbles (2000) – /\ = variable pause
Berlin Exercises (2000) – /\ = a variably free pause, and marks off phrases
Ghent Song (2000) – /\ = a pause of variably free duration
Balancing (2002) – /\ = freely variable (short to long) pause
Touch (2002) – /\= free and variable pause, from quite short to any length
Wesleyan Organ Song (2003) – /\ = a pause of (possible quite variable) duration
John Heartfield (Peace March 10, 2003) – /\ =pause of free duration
Aarau Songs (2003) – /\ = pause of free and variable length
37 Haiku (2005) – /\ = a pause of variable indefinite duration
Out Take (2005) – /\ = a pause of indefinite and possibly widely varying duration
Orchestra: Pieces (2005) – /\ - without explanation
Woodsound and Others (for Sylvia Smith, 2006) – /\ = a pause of variably indefinite duration
Violin Quartet (with two pieces for 4 violins, 2006) –/\ = a pause of any, variable duration
Earle Brown (2006) – /\ – without explanation
Quodlibet (2007) – /\ = a pause of freely variable duration
For 2 Violinists, Violist and Cellist (2008) – /\ – without explanation
6 Nocturnes (2008) – /\ = a pause of widely variable duration
For 2 violinists, violist and cellist (2008) – /\ – without explanation
String Trio for Robert Ashley (2009) – two definitions in on piece

-

introduction – /\ = a pause of free (and variable) duration

-

later – /\ – a pause of widely, freely variable duration

Rhapsody (2009) – /\= pause of variable length
-

from the page 12 – widely variable pause, ad lib.

Small Preludes (2009) – /\ – without explanation
Violin Duo for Petr (2011) – /\ – without explanation
Trust (2012) – /\ = a pause of freely (and widely) variable duration
Individuals, collective (2012) – /\ = pause of variable length
Wade in the Water (2015) – /\ = a pause of freely and widely variable duration

In the pieces which are dedicated to his friends, such as Violin Duo for Petr (for Petr
Kotík)24, Earle Brown, Small Preludes (for Chris Newman), or For 2 Violinists, Violist and
Cellist (for the Bozzini Quartet), he often does not explain the wedge sign and writes it
directly into the score. I suppose it is because the compositions are dedicated to specific
players who know his language and the symbol of the wedge.
It seems Wolff varies the definition of the wedge according to different structures. In I
Like to Think of Harriet Tubman, he defines the wedge as ―unmeasured pauses‖ in the
structure based on classical notation with rests as signifiers of silence in most of the piece.
The wedge then appears as something in relation to the classical notation where the pauses are
measured; he might think then about wedges as an alternative to that.
In String Trio for Robert Ashley, Wolff defines the word twice. At the beginning, he
describes it as ―a pause of free (and variable) duration‖, though he does not use it until after it
is described for the second time in a relationship with a different structure as ―a pause of
widely, freely variable duration‖.

24

Probably dedicated to a duo String Noise of Pauline Kim Harris and Konrad Harris, which are members of the
S.E.M. Ensemble lead by Kotík.

Ex. 5. Christian Wolff. String Trio for Robert Ashley, p. 9.

A similar example is in the piece Rhapsody from the same year (2009), where the
wedge is defined as ―pause of variable length‖, and later in the piece, ―widely variable pause,
ad lib‖.
He defines the wedge more generally at the beginning and later changes the definition
in relationship to the specific structure he is using it within. In both cases, he adds the word
―widely‖ to remind and enhance the range of space to the player. The wedges with definitions
of ―widely variable pause‖ are in both cases placed in structures where the players should
proceed independently. With the word ―widely‖, he emphasizes the individual liberation in
the interpretation of the wedge, so he can get more complex structure through overlapping the
materials in time. In the case of the Rhapsody we can see multiplication of the same material.
In this case I would like to call it a double heterophony with individualistic features.

Ex. 6. Christian Wolff. Rhapsody, p. 12.
I was especially intrigued by the explanation of the symbol as a ―free space,‖ such as
in Exercises, which seems to be connected with the freedom aspect of Wolff’s pieces.
Moreover, the expression ―free space‖ has political connotations. The imagination of a free
space and what it means for each player, in a musical as well as a social context, functions
almost as if entering a utopian concept to think about and work with inside of a musical score.

In a discussion about freedom in his ―Discourses of Experimentalism‖ class, George
E. Lewis asked a striking question: ―Free from what?‖
I would like to ask this question in the context of Wolff’s wedge:
―What can the player be free from?‖
In my own experience, I have attained freedom from the influence of the composer. I
could take the pause and make a decision about its length. I could work on myself at those
moments, in a space between phrases, between the music and everyday life in a group of
people. One can take a pause from the connection with her or his co-players, or a pause from
the piece itself.
I also think about this pause in the context of the worker, and through the perspective
of Wolff’s interest in workers’ songs and movements. During working hours, one cannot
determine, as an individual, when to pause to have a break. To make these pauses
indeterminate could be another means of political activism in the expression of Wolff’s
notation.
Through Wolff’s specific kind of working, with musical parameters such as pitch,
harmony, rhythm, duration, sound, and silence, and their combinations, he creates a language
for players to communicate inside of his pieces. The social aspects of music-making are given
enough space to participate in the final sounds of a piece. This openness creates its own
unique aesthetic and specific sound throughout his work.

